
The street art  

in paris 



On leaving the subway library 

Francois Mitterrand in the 13th 

  betting round on the wall 

across the way there was a big beaver done 

  from waste by Bordalo 

an artist who does street art. 



Further in our exit we 

  have to climb a staircase that 

  was a street art opener that 

  was a painting on the counter 

step up the stairs 



Then we went to 

an art gallery that exhibited 

works of street artist who 

was the nevercrew and in front of 

front of the gallery there was a 

  caricature of the gallerist 



Then from a bridge we 

  have observed a work 

  from Tristan Eaton who is 

name Peace tower 

Who is on a castle 

of water Or he represented 

  the word peace  



Further in our walk 

  we could see a work 

  which is called Dr house realized 

  by invader. The work has the effigy 

  of the famous Dr. House in the 

tv series bearing his name. 



Even farther on we found a close work, the first being realized by Conor 
Harrington, who is called Embrace and Struggle, and then the second, 
who is Pantonio, who represents birds on the wall of a parking lot and 
whose work is called agile fragile. 



We have been able to observe a work by David de la Mano who is 
interested in reproducing movement and man 



This is two different opener the first 

  is realized by the duo Faile and is named 

  I held my breath that is on the picture 

the greatest work and the second is the 

  boy left on the picture is a 

Seth's work 



In our walk we could see 

This beautiful fresco by Shepard Fairey 

Which is called Rise above Rebel which represents 

  a woman who could be a Rebel of a 

country at war 



The we saw a work of c215 which has 

  represented a cat, c215 to realize as 

  most of the artists who produce 

work in paris it is also done 

  around the world. 



This is a work of Turncoat which 

is called D * Face and it is about  

the reproduction of a canvas we have it 

observe further in our release 



We have two works by the artist INTI 

the first is named Sudaka and it shows 

  a man in a particular holding and the 

  second shows us a woman and the work 

  is nome la madre secular 2 



At the end before taking the metro we stopped at a park where there 
was a mural and we took group photos all the works seen are not in the 
slideshow but only the most part 


